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ABSTRACT: Gold nanostructure arrays exhibit surface plasmon
resonances that split after attaching light harvesting complexes 1 and 2
(LH1 and LH2) from purple bacteria. The splitting is attributed to strong
coupling between the localized surface plasmon resonances and excitons
in the light-harvesting complexes. Wild-type and mutant LH1 and LH2
from Rhodobacter sphaeroides containing diﬀerent carotenoids yield
diﬀerent splitting energies, demonstrating that the coupling mechanism
is sensitive to the electronic states in the light harvesting complexes.
Plasmon−exciton coupling models reveal diﬀerent coupling strengths
depending on the molecular organization and the protein coverage,
consistent with strong coupling. Strong coupling was also observed for self-assembling polypeptide maquettes that contain only
chlorins. However, it is not observed for monolayers of bacteriochlorophyll, indicating that strong plasmon−exciton coupling is
sensitive to the speciﬁc presentation of the pigment molecules.
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Photosynthetic organisms collect sunlight with extraordi-narily high eﬃciencies, and the mechanisms that are
responsible for this have been the subject of intense enquiry.1
In the purple bacterium Rhodobacter (R.) sphaeroides sunlight is
captured by light-harvesting complex 2 (LH2) and transmitted
to light-harvesting complex 1 (LH1), which funnels the
excitation into the photosynthetic reaction center (RC)
where reduction of ubiquinone begins the process by which
solar energy is converted to chemical potential energy.2,3 In
LH2 and LH1 light energy is absorbed and transmitted via
bacteriochlorophyll (BChl) and carotenoid (Crt) pigment
molecules. Both molecules have cylindrical structures. LH2
consists of nine dipeptide units, with a single Crt and three
BChl associated with each.1 Two of the BChl form part of the
close-packed B850 ring in which the interpigment spacing is 1
nm, and the third forms part of the B800 ring (interpigment
spacing 2 nm). LH1 is slightly larger, consisting of 16 peptide
units and containing 32 BChl in a single close-packed ring (the
B875 ring).1 The eﬃciency of light harvesting in photosynthetic
antenna complexes is thought to depend strongly upon the
energy sharing mechanisms in the pigment molecules.4,5 At
close range, electron-exchange (Dexter) coupling provides
eﬃcient energy transfer, while at longer distances, Förster
hopping occurs and, at the pigment separations found in light
harvesting antenna complexes,6,7 is expected to be eﬃcient.4
Quantum mechanical calculations suggest that electronic
coherence may, additionally, lead to the formation of long-
lived excitons.8 For example, in LH2 energy migration in the
B800 ring of BChl is thought to be via Förster transfer, while in
the B850 ring the pigments are electronically coupled to form
an exciton band, extending the lifetime of the lowest-lying
excited state.8 Evidence from ultrafast spectroscopy has
provided support for this hypothesis,9−14 including recent
measurements on whole cells of R. sphaeroides, which
demonstrated characteristic “quantum beats”.15
Plasmonic materials16,17 are nanostructured noble metal
systems in which coupling between incident electromagnetic
radiation and collective oscillations of surface electrons
dominates optical properties yielding new phenomena.18−26
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They have attracted growing interest for applications in
biological sensing and analysis.23,27−35 Recent studies have
demonstrated plasmonic enhancement of ﬂuorescence emission
from light-harvesting complexes of bacteria36,37 and for
photosystem I from chloroplasts38,39 via coupling between
the plasmon band of a metal nanoparticle and a spectroscopic
transition in the biomolecule. In the present study, a diﬀerent
approach is taken: changes in the extinction of metal
nanostructures are measured after the attachment of light-
harvesting complexes. Signiﬁcantly, we have observed sub-
stantial changes in these extinctions due to strong coupling to
excited states in the light harvesting complexes.
Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) on various nanostructures
may be strongly coupled to molecular excitons that lie within
the plasmon mode volume.40,41 A linear combination of the
exciton and the uncoupled plasmon resonance yields new states
above and below the energy of the SPP mode, giving rise to
characteristic splittings in spectra. There has been a great deal
of interest recently in such phenomena. There is a substantial
body of literature on strong plasmon−exciton coupling,
recently reviewed in ref 40, including studies of J-
aggregates42−50 and dye molecules.51−53 Where periodic arrays
of nanostructures are formed in which the period is of the order
of the wavelength of the incident light, coupling of LSPRs may
yield surface lattice resonances (SLRs). The coupling may be
described by a modiﬁed version of Fano theory,54−56 or using
the coupled dipole approximation.57 SLRs too may be strongly
coupled to molecular excitons that lie within the plasmon mode
volume.52,53,58 In the present case periodic arrays are used, but
their periods have been selected to be such that SLR
phenomena are excluded at the wavelengths considered;
instead the purpose of the array structure is, rather, to amplify
the signal from single nanostructures. Here we demonstrate for
the ﬁrst time strong coupling of LSPRs to excitons in light-
harvesting complexes from purple bacteria and to self-
assembling polypeptide maquettes. The coupling energies are
the range 0.08−0.21 eV and depend on both the exciton energy
and the protein fractional coverage. Very diﬀerent behavior is
observed for ﬁlms of bacterichlorophylls alone, however,
suggesting that strong coupling is very sensitive to changes in
the molecular electronic structure and/or excited state lifetime.
Macroscopically extended arrays of gold nanostructures
(nanodisks) were fabricated by interferometric lithography as
previously described59 (see Supporting Information for full
details) and functionalized with light-harvesting complexes
either by site-speciﬁc attachment to NTA-capped gold
nanostructures (LH2 and BT6 polypeptide maquettes) or by
attachment to glutaraldehyde-capped surfaces (LH1).
Figure 1a (blue line) shows the extinction spectrum of a
hexagonal array with period 310 ± 30 nm and nanodisks of
diameter 154 ± 22 nm and height 19 ± 3 nm (an AFM image is
provided in the Supporting Information). A dramatic change is
observed after binding of wild-type LH2 (Figure 1a, red line):
the plasmon band splits to yield new components at 527 and
624 nm (marked with arrows). In contrast, a monolayer of the
protein adsorbed onto a glass slide yields none of these peaks;
indeed there are no signals greater than the noise (black line in
Figure 1a) because the spectrophotometer used here has
limited sensitivity. The dramatic change in the extinction
spectrum after attachment of LH2 to the array of gold
nanostructures cannot therefore result simply from adsorption
of the protein, but must instead result from plasmon−protein
coupling. There is a large literature on plasmonic detection of
proteins, but previously published work reports only a red shift
in the plasmon band after adsorption of protein.23 To illustrate
this, we have included in the Supporting Information an
extinction spectrum recorded for exactly the same array of gold
nanostructures used in Figure 1 after attachment of green
ﬂuorescent protein. There is no evidence of splitting, and
instead a small red shift is observed in the position of the
plasmon band. We hypothesize that the changes in Figure 1b
result from strong coupling between the protein and the LSPR,
as further evidenced below.
The carotenoid in wild-type (WT) LH2 is spheroidenone, so
the experiment was repeated using a Δcrtl::crtlPa ΔcrtC mutant,
in which the carotenoid is instead predominantly lycopene.
Apart from the changed Crt, the structure of the protein is
identical to that of WT LH2. The same array was used (after
careful cleaning in piranha solution, such that the extinction
spectrum of the clean array was unchanged). After attachment
of the mutant protein, splitting is observed, but now peaks are
observed at 547 and 649 nm, i.e. red-shifted compared to WT
LH2 (arrows in Figure 1b).
In the strong coupling regime, a linear combination of a
protein exciton (energy Emol) and the uncoupled LSPR (energy
ELSPR) yields new states above and below the energy of the
LSPR, with energies E1 and E2, giving rise to splitting of the
main plasmon resonance (Figure 1c). The behavior observed in
Figure 1a,b is consistent with this. Although the Qx band (peak
at 588 nm, 2.11 eV in the solution phase spectra, green lines, in
Figures 1 and 2) is closest to the plasmon resonance of the
clean gold, the signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the extinction
spectra acquired after attachment of the two diﬀerent LH2
Figure 1. Extinction spectra for arrays of gold nanostructures before (blue) and after (red) attachment of (a) WT LH2 and (b) the Δcrtl::crtlPa
ΔcrtC mutant of LH2. Arrows identify bands formed by splitting of the LSPR. Absorption spectra of the proteins in solution are shown in green. The
black trace in (a) is the extinction spectrum of a monolayer of WT LH2 adsorbed on glass. (c) Schematic diagram illustrating the linear combination
of LSPR and exciton states in strong coupling, to yield two new peaks with energies E1 and E2.
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proteins is evidence that the LSPR couples to a transition in the
Crt as well as, or instead of, the Qx transition. Among the Crt
exciton transitions, the S2 is nearest in energy to the LSPR. In
each of the solution-phase spectra (green lines) in Figure 1, a
cluster of three peaks (around 500 nm) is in fact observed
corresponding to the S2 transition. These are due to vibronic
coupling, and the lowest energy transition in each case is the
0−0 line, which corresponds to a transition in a Crt in the
vibrational ground state. The energies of these transitions are
reported as 562 nm, 2.21 eV for spheroidenone in LH260 and
539 nm,61 2.30 eV for lycopene.61
A strong extinction is also observed at 435 nm in Figure 1a
after attachment of LH2 to the gold nanostructures. A peak was
sometimes observed at this wavelength for clean gold, albeit at
much reduced intensity, and its position was invariant with the
identity of the protein. Its origin is unclear, but it appears to be
unrelated to the splitting observed between 500 and 700 nm in
the spectra in Figure 1.
Similar observations were made when the behavior was
compared for two mutants of LH1 with diﬀerent Crt
compositions (but otherwise identical structures). For a clean
gold array the LSPR was at 613 nm (blue trace in Figure 2a,b).
After attachment of the ΔcrtC mutant of LH1, in which the Crt
is neurosporene,62 splitting of the plasmon band is observed
(Figure 2a), yielding components at 537 and 652 nm. The array
was cleaned and the experiment repeated, but this time with the
Δcrtl::crtlPa ΔcrtDGa mutant. This mutant contains several
carotenoids.62 The most abundant components are lycopene
and rhodopsin. Splitting is again observed, but this time the
features are less pronounced (Figure 2b). Neurosporene yields
peaks at higher energy in the ΔcrtC mutant than do the
carotenoids that are present in the Δcrtl::crtlPa ΔcrtDGa mutant,
which possibly explains the reduced splitting observed after
attachment of the protein in Figure 2b.
The adsorption isotherm for WT LH2 on NTA-terminated
gold nanostructures was determined (see Supporting Informa-
tion) and the extinction spectra measured as a function of the
fractional coverage of the protein, θ (Figure 3a). For low
concentrations of protein in solution, the absorption spectra
exhibited lower signal/noise making quantiﬁcation diﬃcult;
consequently fractional coverages below 0.59 were not studied.
However, signiﬁcant changes were observed in the extinction
spectra for 0.59 < θ < 0.97. For θ = 0.97, two components at
2.21 and 2.38 eV are well resolved. As θ is reduced toward 0.81,
the splitting reduces and the higher energy component in the
spectrum weakens. At θ = 0.59 the higher energy component
appears as a shoulder on one side of the larger peak. Thus, it is
Figure 2. Extinction spectra for arrays of gold nanostructures before
(blue) and after (purple) attachment of (a) the ΔcrtC mutant of LH1
and (b) the Δcrtl::crtlPa ΔcrtDGa mutant of LH1. Absorption spectra of
the proteins in solution are shown in green.
Figure 3. (a) Normalized extinction spectra acquired for an array of gold nanostructures at WT LH2 fractional coverages of 0.59, 0.81, 0.88, and
0.97. (b) Variation in the exciton energy Emol (triangles) and coupling energy EC (squares) obtained from model ﬁts to the experimental data, as a
function of the square root of the fractional coverage for the spectra shown in (a) (solid symbols) and for a second array of nanostructures (λSLR =
592 nm, 2.10 eV) treated in a similar fashion (open symbols). The straight lines are guides to the eye. (c) Variation in the experimentally observed
splitting energy Esplit, deﬁned as the distance between the peaks in the extinction spectrum, after attachment of LH2 to arrays of gold nanostructures
as a function of the LSPR energy of the clean array.
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clear that the splitting varies with the density of dipoles at the
surface as expected in strong coupling.
The type of splitting observed in Figures 1−3 is suggestive of
an asymmetric resonance where one of the oscillators has a
broad line width and the other is narrow, typically leading to
Fano-type lineshapes of the coupled system. The system was
modeled as two coupled harmonic oscillators yielding an
expression for the extinction (see Supporting Information for
details), enabling us to model the spectra (Figure 3a). A good
ﬁt is observed between the calculated spectra and the
experimental data. When the model was applied to the data
in Figures 1 and 2 a similarly good ﬁt was obtained (ﬁtted
spectra are shown in the Supporting Information).
In the coupled oscillator model the coupling constant g has
the dimension of frequency squared (energy squared in a scaled
version, denoted G). At resonance when the two oscillators
have the same frequency ω, the splitting between the normal
modes is approximately g/ω.40 To connect to microscopic
quantum and semiclassical models of strong coupling, we give
here the coupling energy in the form EC = G/ELSPR where G is
the coupling constant obtained by the ﬁts. The coupling energy
was obtained for the systems shown in Figure 3a and for a
second, similar system (the cleaning protocol, using piranha
solution, does not permit indeﬁnite reuse of the same array so
obtaining multiple repeat measurements at diﬀerent coverages
with the same sample is diﬃcult). The data are shown as a
function of √θ in Figure 3b. Descriptions of strong coupling
predict40 that the coupling energy should be proportional to
the square root of the density of dipoles. The data in Figure 3b
suggest that this is the case.
A fundamental criterion for strong coupling (see, for
instance, ref 40 or the discussion in Supporting Information)
is that the coupling energy is similar to or larger than (γP −
γmol)/2, where γP and γmol are the line widths of the plasmon
mode and the exciton. In Figure 3a, (γP − γmol)/2 = 0.21 eV,
and at θ = 0.97, the coupling energy EC = 0.27 eV, satisfying the
criterion. However, as θ decreases, EC falls, reaching 0.17 eV at
θ = 0.88. Strictly, therefore, the system only approaches strong
coupling at lower coverages. For the spectra in Figure 1, EC is
similar in magnitude to (γP − γmol)/2, as it is for the ΔcrtC
mutant of LH1 (Figure 2a). However, for the Δcrtl::crtlPa
ΔcrtDGa mutant of LH1 (Figure 2b), EC falls to 0.11 eV,
compared to (γP − γmol)/2 = 0.23 eV; for this protein strong
coupling is not strictly observed, therefore, consistent with the
weaker splitting in the spectrum. Broadly, spectra that exhibited
pronounced splitting yielded coupling energies that satisﬁed the
criterion EC ≥ (γP − γmol)/2, but for low coverages of protein,
and for the Δcrtl::crtlPa ΔcrtDGa mutant, the coupling was
weaker.
The experimentally measured splitting energy Esplit, deﬁned
as the separation of the peaks in the extinction spectrum, is
shown in Figure 3c as a function of the LSPR energy for the
clean gold array, ELSPR. As expected, Esplit increases when the
separation in energy between the LSPRs and the excitons in
LH2 to which they are coupled increases; based on theory, the
splitting depends both on the coupling energy and the energy
separation between the LSPR and the exciton. The exciton
energy Emol was calculated using the coupled harmonic
oscillator model for these samples and was found not to vary
with ELSPR, as expected from theory. A mean value of Emol =
2.27 ± 0.03 eV was determined for the 17 samples for which
data are shown in Figure 3c, close to the energy of the
spheroidenone S2 state in LH2, reported by Cong et al. to be
2.21 eV in LH2.60
It is essential to estimate whether the obtained coupling
energies can be expected based on microscopic quantities such
as the protein (dipole) densities and LSPR mode volumes. We
used a microscopic expression52,63 for the coupling energy (see
Supporting Information). From the parameters determined by
modeling of the spectra, we calculated the eﬀective height of
the LSPR mode volume on top of the nanostructure. For
diﬀerent coupling energies, we obtained values in the range 1−
35 nm, which are realistic although the largest obtained
couplings (smallest heights) indicate that hot spots due to
nanostructure and metal imperfections64 might play a role.
While the transition dipole moment associated with the Qx
transition is an order of magnitude smaller than that associated
with the S2 transition in Crt, it is nevertheless possible that
there could be strong LSPR-Qx coupling. To examine this
possibility, an array of gold nanostructures was functionalized
with a mutant of LH1 that does not contain carotenoids. Figure
4a shows extinction spectra of the array before and after
attachment of the protein. Splitting of the plasmon band is
observed, but the coupling energy is smaller than is observed in
Figures 2 and 3; the high-energy component in the spectrum
appears as a shoulder on the larger low-energy resonance,
similar to the case for θ = 0.59 in Figure 3a.
Comparative spectra were acquired for self-assembling
peptide “maquettes”.65,66 Maquettes are synthetic 4-α-helical
proteins in which speciﬁc biological function is designed ab
initio by the selection of amino acid sequences that will fold to
present functional units in desired conﬁgurations. In previous
studies, maquette structures have been designed that have
matched the oxygen-transporting capacity of myoglobin.67
More recently, sequences have been described that incorporate
Figure 4. (a) Normalized extinction spectrum of a gold nanostructure array before (blue) and after (light red) (a) attachment of Crt-free LH1; (b)
attachment of chlorin-binding His-tagged self-assembled polypeptide maquettes; and (c) adsorption of a monolayer of BChl a. The solution-phase
absorption spectrum of the each molecule in solution is shown in green.
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haem-binding tetrapyrrole structures that have exhibited
oxidoreductive activities.68 In the present study, a maquette
was designed that incorporated a synthetic SE369 chlorin69 and
a histidine tag for surface attachment, but no carotenoids.
SE369 is a member of the family of de novo synthesized
chlorins that bear a geminal-dimethyl group to impart
stability.70 Signiﬁcant changes are observed in the extinction
spectrum after attachment of maquettes to an array of gold
nanostructures (Figure 4b). The solution-phase spectrum of
the maquettes exhibits a peak at 620 nm. This feature is close in
energy to the LSPR, at 615 nm, which is split after coupling of
the maquettes to the array to yield two components at 548 and
675 nm. The similarity between the Au-maquette spectrum and
the extinction spectra of arrays functionalized by LH1 and LH2
is striking, indicative that LSPRs are also strongly coupled to
the chlorins in these synthetic proteins.
Measurements were made of the extinction spectra of arrays
of gold nanostructures after deposition of BChl a by
physisorption from solution (Figure 4c). The spectrum now
consists of a single peak at 596 nm, corresponding to a red-
shifted plasmon band. The magnitude of the shift is 9 nm,
indicating that a signiﬁcant amount of BChl was adsorbed at
the surface. However, there is no evidence of splitting of the
plasmon band. This observation is surprising, given the similar
dipole strengths. The surface density of dipoles is expected to
inﬂuence the strength of plasmon exciton coupling. For a ﬂat-
lying monolayer of BChl, based on its known dimensions, a
density of ca. 8 × 1017 m−2 is estimated; for molecules aligned
perpendicular to the surface plane the density would be higher.
However, for LH2, the density of BChl is estimated to be ca.
4.2 × 1017 m−2 (see Supporting Information for justiﬁcation).
Based on these considerations there seems to be no reason to
predict a reduced strength of plasmon−exciton coupling for
BChl.
If diﬀerences in the density of dipoles cannot explain the
observation of splitting in the extinction spectra of arrays
functionalized with light-harvesting complexes and maquettes,
but not of arrays covered with BChl, then the explanation must
lie in the presentation of the pigment molecules within the
plasmon mode volume: the observation of strong plasmon−
exciton coupling requires not simply gold nanostructures and
the presence of BChl and Crt within the LSPR mode volume.
Rather, strong coupling requires a particular presentation of
pigments that must be ideal in light harvesting complexes
(Figure 5a).
Figure 5b shows the coupling energy as a function of Emol for
all of the systems studied here. Both values are extracted from
the experimental spectra using the coupled harmonic oscillator
model. The smallest exciton energy, 2.09 eV, was calculated for
the Crt-free mutant of LH1. For this protein, the plasmon
couples to the Qx state in the BChl. The solution-phase
spectrum of this protein yields an energy of 2.11 eV for this
transition, close to the extracted value. In general, the coupling
strength increases as the exciton energy increases, as expected
based on microscopic theory.40 Variation is also expected due
to diﬀerent dipole moments of the diﬀerent systems. The
coupling is notably stronger for the maquettes than for the Crt-
free LH1, which is signiﬁcant given that in both cases the
pigment is a chlorin. It is possible that the conformation of the
maquette presents the chlorins in such a way that there is
reinforcement of the eﬀective dipole moment (the chlorins are
expected to be approximately collinear). The largest coupling
(0.21 eV) is observed for the ΔcrtC mutant of LH1, which
yields the highest energy Crt S2 transition among the molecules
studied here (Figure 2d). However, WT LH2 also yields a very
large coupling strength (0.18 eV). The Δcrtl::crtlPa ΔcrtDGa
mutant yields the smallest coupling strength (0.08 eV). The
reasons for this are not clear, although an explanation may lie in
the fact that this protein contains a mixture of carotenoids.
The diﬀerences thus observed in strong coupling must reﬂect
diﬀerent organization and coupling of the chromophores within
the proteins, giving new dimensions of analysis to how they
operate to transfer optical energy into the reaction centers that
they feed.
In conclusion, surface plasmon resonances (LSPR) of gold
nanostructures in macroscopically extended, periodic arrays are
strongly coupled to excitons in the pigment molecules in light-
harvesting complexes 1 and 2 from R. sphaeroides and chlorin-
containing man-made 4-α-helical maquette proteins. This
coupling leads to a substantial splitting of the plasmon band
and the observation of signiﬁcant changes in the extinction
spectrum. The plasmon−exciton coupling is modeled with two
coupled harmonic oscillators and provides a very good ﬁt to the
experimental data, enabling the extraction of the exciton
energies. For wild type LH2 this is estimated to be 2.27 ± 0.03
eV, close to the energy of the S2 state in spheroidenone.
Coupling energies are found to be in the range 0.1−0.2 eV
depending on the type of light-harvesting complex and its
pigment composition. Consistent with expectations for strong
plasmon−exciton coupling, signiﬁcant changes are observed in
Figure 5. (a) Schematic diagram showing His-tagged LH2 on a gold nanostructure (left) and the Crt and B850 Qx transition dipoles (right), after
Cogdell et al.71 A further nine Qx dipoles lie in the B800 ring, oriented parallel to the plane of the gold surface (dashed blue ring). (b) Variation in
the coupling energy with the exciton energy for the systems studied here.
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extinction spectra as a function of protein surface coverage. The
coupling energy is found to vary with the square root of the
coverage. Strong coupling is not observed for bacteriochlor-
ophyll a, however. It is hypothesized that strong coupling
requires a particular presentation of the pigment molecules.
Speciﬁcally, this must be the presentation found in light
harvesting complexes. A possible explanation is that strong
coupling results from coherent coupling of the LSPR to an
electronically coherent array of excitons. Studies of such
strongly coupled systems may thus yield insights into energy
transfer pathways in photosynthesis.
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